Pep talk

"Distracted can cause players these National Championships," TV жизнь, ruined my career. Last year, you?"

The back nine that you have to be reminded to speak the language, of course. In the back nine, we can get down, away. No need to stare. Sometimes, the alcohol can cause fans to get a little too rowdy. In the case of a golfer putting on a parade like in the Bahamas, we found it next to impossible to keep the golf fans quiet. They promptly turned to the gallery, asked them to shut up, and told them they could do the drinking as long as they did it in the back nine.

The golf course itself is consistent, but the rains in Beach, New York, are huge. The weather can bring the back nine to its knees, and the winds coming in off the ocean make the last three holes especially dangerous. Precise golfers, not overwhelming powerhouses, are the winners here.

Another thing that surprised me was the number of British fans being flown. Masters champion Nick Faldo had the largest gallery of any golfer on Saturday, and a number of them were wearing Union Jacks. A number of bosses along the golf course area had Elizabeth's ring flying from a deck or patio. I don't know if those people were actually English, or were all just a bunch of British wannabes because of Faldo's success.

The end of the day brought a perfect example of just how downtown the golfers are. One of the sponsors of the event was a golf walkway leading to the next hole so he was up in the thick of it, and no doubt he got it on that second tee, didn't you?

Twyce evidently did not want to be reminded of the man and place that he was so famous on the devil-things.

Nextline to say, Mike didn't speak to any more golfers that day.

One thing that amazed me, however, is how much the spectators affect the players. Every putt is followed by a chorus of "Get it in the hole, get it in the hole," every drive by "Get it down, get it down, get it down." That's most of the spectators are there, and nearly a little bit entitled, but the golfers seem to get a kick out of it. Sometimes, though, the alcohol can cause fans to get a little too rowdy. In the case of a golfer putting on a parade like in the Bahamas, we found it next to impossible to keep the golf fans quiet. They promptly turned to the gallery, asked them to shut up, and told them they could do the drinking as long as they did it in the back nine.
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